10 SECRETS OF EDUTEN PLAYGROUND
Data Analytics provides
school managers, teachers
with insights about students'
performance to make
teachers' teaching more
easily, to better support and
motivate students and
communicate with parents.
Eduten Playground provides
significantly better learning
results. Based on the studies,
using Eduten Playground
increases students’ grades by
up to 20%. In fact, only 15
weeks of using Eduten can
provide up to 40% better
mathematics performance and
45% better arithmetic fluency.

The Design of
"Lessons" -"Exercises"
is best suitable for school
classes

Pair-Work: With one
device, two students can
practise together using
their own account log in
and get the same points.
This will encourage
collaboration work and
also be good in the
situation that there are not
enough computers for all
students.

Exams: Teachers can
create and monitor "Exams"
from Eduten Playground
and students can do exams
from anywhere and get the
results at once.

Guardian's Report:
Teachers can send
Eduten Progress report
to parents weekly or
monthly to communicate
the students'
performance with
parents.

Curriculum: Already been
adapted to Vietnamese
curriculum and easy to start at
any time of the school
academic year. For students,
Eduten Playground offers
more than 17 000 carefully
designed, motivating and
activating exercises for
learning mathematics and
programming. All exercises
are automatically assessed
and provide instant feedback.

Diploma: Teachers can
create Diploma for
students every semester,
or mid-term, etc. The
Diploma shows student's
achievements.

Easy to log in from
anywhere with
computers/ laptops/
ipads and internet
connection. This is very
suitable for online
learning, especially
during the time when
students cannot go to
school.

From now on, teachers
can give Personalized
and Differentiation to
students

AI Integrated Gamification
Digital Learning Platform
with Finnish Pedagogy.
Eduten Playground is the
world’s first educational tool
for mathematics based on
real scientific evidence.
Eduten Playground’s
effectiveness has been
proven in dozens of studies
and over 12 years of
scientific research. Eduten
Playground is designed by
teachers, for teachers.

